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Abstract
We have designed, constructed, and tested a polarimeter for use with a 0.5m Cassegrain
telescope at the Virginia Military Institute’s (VMI) observatory located at McKethan Park in
Rockbridge County. The polarimeter is a two beam device consisting of a half wave plate,
Wollaston prism, 35mm focusing lens, 50mm Nikon camera lens, and CCD camera to image
polarized starlight. The design uses a motorized rotation stage to vary the half wave plate’s fastaxis by 22.5° increments from a reference angle. The associated stellar fluxes with the
orthogonally polarized intensities are measured through a series of these 22.5° rotations and
Stokes parameters are used to determine the degree of polarization and polarization angle. This
polarization is known to correlate with the galactic magnetic field, one of our research areas of
interest. We report on the progress of our work.

Introduction
By being able to determine the polarization angles of starlight, we can make inference as
to the orientation of magnetic fields that surround interstellar gas clouds and nebulae. Most stars
emit unpolarized light that can pass through aspherical particles (dust grains) in the interstellar
medium. These particles, when trapped in magnetic fields, orient themselves with their axis of
spin along the magnetic field lines. This net orientation of rotating particles forms a dichroic
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grating through which unpolarized starlight becomes linearly polarized as shown by Serkowski
(Serkowski 1962). Therefore being able to deduce the polarization angles of starlight after
passing through regions of the galaxy that contain these particles, we are able to make inferences
as to the magnetic field strength and orientation in and around these structures.
Prefabricated polarimeters are commercially available, however most are unsuitable for
astronomical research. Additionally we required a device that would fit VMI’s 0.5 m Cassegrain
telescope. We also required a device that could detect light from 450 nm to 800 nm with an
ability to select specific bandwidths of astronomical interest.
Using an imaging polarimeter design by Ruatela (Ruatela et al. 2004) we reconfigured
and built our own imaging polarimeter. Our design incorporates photometry measurements to
obtain Stokes parameters which allows us to determine the light’s polarization angle. The
experiment involved a bench phase in which we analyzed Ruatela’s method for obtaining Stokes
parameters and found we could obtain results to within ±1.5°; the accuracy being dictated mostly
by the accuracy with which we could mount and align the half wave plate’s fast axis. With the
analysis completed and satisfactory understanding of the method, we incorporated the constraints
of VMI’s 0.5m Cassegrain telescope design into engineering a portable device for use at VMI’s
observatory. The device will be used to make measurements of stellar polarization in order to
map galactic magnetic fields.
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Background
Polarized light can be conveniently described using the Stokes parameters that were developed
by George Stokes in 1852 (Serkowski 1962). As described by Serkowski (Serkowski 1962) the
four Stokes parameters can be written as
(1)

(2)

(3)

.

(4)

The parameter I is the intensity of the light, Q and U describe the tendency to which light will be
linearly polarized and V for it to be circularly polarized. All are derived from intensity
measurements. Shown in Figure 1 (a) is a circularly polarized vector of light. Here we can see
that the polarization vector is defined by the magnitude of the electric vector Eo and the
ellipticity of polarization is defined by the term β, with the major and minor axes being sine and
cosine function of the β term. The V parameter describes the degree of elliptical polarization.
Since we are only concerned with linearly polarized light (and our detector only measures
linearly polarized light) we will concentrate only on I, Q, and U. The angle θ describes the angle
of polarization from an axis l that we define in Figure 1 (a). Despite the fact that the light we are
analyzing is linearly polarized we still use the left l and right r coordinate system to describe our
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vectors. Figure 1 (b) shows linearly polarized light. Again Eo is the magnitude of the electric
field vector and θ is the angle of linear polarization.
It should also be noted that in this case the Stokes parameter I describes the intensity of
only polarized light and in the case of completely unpolarized light, Q=U=V=0. Furthermore, in
the case of partially polarized light, which is typically observed, the total intensity is correctly
denoted by

(5)

where Ipolarized is the Stokes Parameter I.
First we can see that the angle of polarization θ can easily be found by simply taking the
ratio of U and Q and it is customary to work with normalized parameters u and q defined as
.

(6)

Using the normalized parameters in the above equations, it is easily shown that

(7)

so that the position angle is given by

.

(8)
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The percent polarization p is defined as a percentage of polarized light in relation to the total
light or

(9)

.

If we use equation (1) and assume only linear polarization (a reasonable assumption since V ≈0
for starlight) then equation (9) can be written as

(10)

which, in terms of the normalized Stokes parameters, can be expressed as

.

(11)

Techniques for obtaining Stokes parameters can vary. One method is to use a polarizer as an
analyzer for obtaining intensity measurements which is a well developed technique (Serkowski
1962). Measuring the intensity of light after passing through the analyzer at four angles, one can
sufficiently determine the Stokes parameters q and u by the equations

(12)

(13)
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where the angles indicated are intensities measured from a fiducial setting. (It should be noted
that these intensities can be measured from any multiple of their stated value)
Improving on this technique, as shown by Ramaprakash (Ramaprakash 1998) and
Rautela (Rautela et al. 2004), a half wave-plate can be mounted in a rotational stage to rotate a
beam’s axis of polarization. When the half wave-plate is rotated by an angle Φ the resulting
rotation of the beam’s polarization axis as it leaves the half wave-plate is rotated by 2Φ(Pedrotti
1993). A Wollaston prism can be used to obtain two orthogonally polarized beams
simultaneously which are denoted as the ordinary and extraordinary beams (Pedrotti 1993). By
mounting a half wave-plate in front of the Wollaston prism all four angle dependent intensities
can be obtained by two rotations of the half wave-plate. Measuring the intensities of the two
beams with the half wave-plate at 0° and 22.5° will obtain all four variables and Stokes
parameters can be determined as shown by Topasna (Topasna 1999). With the half wave-plate
design, equations (12) and (13) become

(14)

(15)

where Ie is the intensity of the extraordinary beam and Io is the intensity of the ordinary beam
measured at the half wave-plate angles indicated.
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Bench Testing
We constructed a bench test to evaluate the techniques described by Rautela and to
determine the expected error in measuring Stokes parameters and calculating the polarization.
As seen in Figure 2, the bench test consists of two groups indicated by the bracketing. The first
group on the left serves to mimic polarized starlight while the second group on the right serves as
the imaging polarimeter. To simulate a discrete light source similar to a star we used a Pasco (#
OS-8525) monochromatic laser (with a 660 nm to 680 nm wavelength range). We passed the
laser through a variable aperture and neutral density filter to reduce the size and intensity of the
light (while at the same time maintaining a sharp circular shape to most closely replicate
starlight). To control the polarization angle we used a linear plate glass polarizer (Thorlabs #
LSVIS100) with a marked polarization axis mounted in a 360° rotational stage with the axis of
polarization oriented so that it corresponds to the 0° mark of the mount.
For the imaging polarimeter, we first used a telescope lens system to reduce the size of
the beam. The telescope used 300 mm and 30 mm lenses to reduce the beam diameter by a
factor of 10. The light then passed through a half wave-plate (Thorlabs # WPMH05M-670)
mounted in a 360° rotational mount with the fast axis aligned with the 0° mark of the stage. The
half wave-plate allowed us to control the orientation of the incoming beam with respect to the
polarization angle to within 0.5° accuracy. The beam then passed through the Wollaston prism
(Thorlabs #WP10) which separates the light into the two orthogonal polarized components, the
extraordinary and ordinary rays with a 20° separation. This represented the intensity of the
incident beam at two of the four angles needed to obtain the Stokes parameters. In order to
further cut the intensity of the laser we projected the ordinary and extraordinary rays onto a white
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screen. These laser spots were imaged using a CCD camera (SBIG # ST-8XEA) with a Nikon
50 mm f/1.8 lens.
In order to obtain the intensities needed to calculate the Stokes parameters, we used the
imaging software Mira Pro 7 from Mirametrics Incorporated. We sampled nine polarization
angles ranging from 0° to 160° to test our method and find any instrumental polarization that
resulted from our optical setup. At each of the polarization angles we took ten sets of images at
every 22.5° rotation of the half wave-plate’s fast axis to achieve the 45° rotation of the
polarization axis from 0° to 360°. This resulted in 8 sets of the four angles needed to calculate
the Stokes parameters for each polarization angle. Maximum counts on the CCD chip were kept
between about 5,000 and 50,000 to ensure linearity of the CCD’s integration. Exposure times
were between 1.00 second and 1.25 seconds. An autodark was applied to each set of 10 images
and a red filter was used on all sets. Table 1 shows the specifications of the SBIG CCD camera
used to obtain the images.
Next we combined each set of ten images to find the median pixel values in order to
remove cosmic ray hits and increase the signal to noise ratio. For the photometry, the “on”
radius ranged from 50 to 85 pixels with an “off” annulus radii ranging from 75 to 120 pixels for
the inner ring and 95 to 140 pixels for the outer ring. Using equations (14) and (15) we
calculated q and u and used equations (8) and (11) to find the percent polarization and angle of
polarization respectfully. Figure 3 shows the calculated values of the polarization angles
compared to the expected polarization angles. The error bars plotted are the standard deviation
of the mean.
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From Figure 3 we can see the strong agreement of our calculated values for the
polarization angles when compared to the expected values. Deviations from the mean value are
on the order ~0.01° or smaller with our highest calculated standard deviation equal to 0.03°.

The Device
Having bench tested the concept and taken sets of data, we confirmed that the device
could measure polarization to within ±1.5°. Using the design described by Rautela et al. 2004,
with modifications to accommodate the VMI 0.5m Cassegrain telescope and CCD imaging
equipment, we began construction of the imaging polarimeter. We upgraded some of the
components to improve the accuracy of the measurements and to aid in automating the device.
First we installed a motorized rotation stage from Thorlabs, which allows us to
electronically control the rotation of the half wave plate to within an accuracy of ±0.0005°.
Additionally we purchased a new CCD camera, the Apogee ALTA U6. The specifications are
listed in Table 2. Most importantly the camera features a 1024 X 1024 size chip which gives a
larger field of view. Along with the CCD camera, we also purchased an Apogee FW50-95 filter
wheel that has 9 filter positions which is used with broad band and narrow band filters for
making observations of polarization at common astronomical wavelengths.
Next we designed the coupling for all the components of the polarimeter. Our design
takes into account the fact that the CCD’s lens and Wollaston prism both needed to be accessible
for adjustments. We also incorporated the 9 stage filter wheel into the design, placed in between
the Wollaston prism and CCD. We machined two pieces of aluminum that coupled the CCD to
the filter wheel and coupled the filter wheel to the Wollaston prism and rotation stage as seen in
Figure 4. Both were equipped with cutouts and covered with PCV piping that also featured
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cutouts. This design allows for the piping to be rotated so that the cutouts can be aligned to
access the lens in order to make adjustments. The piping can then be rotated closing the opening
and preventing light contamination.
Next we selected and purchased USB hardware to interface the device with the control
room equipment at the observatory. We selected USB repeater cables to overcome the 15ft
length limitations for USB cables. Seven USB bulkheads were installed into the ground panel of
the telescope which interfaces the CCD camera, filter wheel, rotation stage, day/night camera,
telescope guider, along with two extra inputs are left for additional equipment as needed. The
cables are routed to the downstairs control computer. Images will be obtained using the control
PC and stored on a 1TB external hard drive for transportation back to the labs at VMI for
analysis.
Finally we chose to upgrade our Wollaston prism and half wave plate to increase the size
and angle for the Wollaston prism. We selected and installed optics from the Karl Lambrecht
Corporation which met our budget needs and work within our required 400nm to 700nm
wavelength range. Additionally our upgraded Wollaston prism features a 0.5° separation of the
extraordinary and ordinary beams. We decreased this from the previously used prism which had
20° of separation. The smaller separation will make observations of single star targets in fields
with multiple star backgrounds easier to isolate.

Tasks Completed During the Spring 2010 Semester
A new half wave plate from Karl Lambrecht was installed and aligned as well as 9 filters
from Astrodon and Melles Griot into the filter wheel in order to make wavelength dependent
polarization measurements. The filter wheel was fitted with UV, B, V, Rs, Ic, OIII, Hα, SII, and
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a narrowband pass filter centered at 770nm. Figure 5 shows the spectral response of the 5
wideband pass filters and Figure 6 shows the response of the 4 narrowband pass filters. Both
figures show the percent transmission as a function of the wavelength.
With the final components installed we mounted the device to VMI’s 0.5m Cassegrain
telescope. The device couples with the rear viewing plate of the telescope and was affixed by 4
mounting bolts which aligns the optical axis of the telescope with the optical axis of the imaging
polarimeter. Figure 7 shows the device mounted on VMI’s telescope.
The next task completed was the routing of the USB cables from the ground panel of the
telescope to the downstairs control center. A panel was machined to replace the existing
maintenance panel that allows access to the base of the telescope. The new panel was fitted with
USB female bulkheads that our electronics plug into from the telescope. The bulkheads feed
through existing piping in the upstairs floor and down to the control room and to the telescope’s
control center where they are interface with the control room PC. Currently the interfacing has
each of the systems running in parallel, which means none of the systems communicate with one
another. But future tasks for the project will include programming the systems to work laterally
with one another. The issue of programming the systems together is discussed later and Figure 9
shows a schematic of the current communications configuration.
Test images from the field polarimeter interfaced with the telescope indicated that the
distance of the Wollaston prism to CCD chip was too large and the ordinary and extraordinary
beams were separated too much to be completely imaged by the CCD. To correct this we
inserted and aligned a 35mm converging lens between the Wollaston prism and the CCD chip.
This takes the 20° separation of the beams from the Wollaston prism and brings the two beams
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parallel after being separated approximately 1cm. The current configuration of the device is
show in a cross-section in Figure 8.
We have also selected sets of stars that we intend to use to test the device. We selected
two groups; highly polarized stars and relatively low to un-polarized stars. Table 3 lists the stars
selected with their position in the sky and polarization characteristics. These stars will help us
determine the observational uncertainties and instrumental polarization error. The results of
measuring these stars will be compared to the star’s known percent polarization and angle of
polarization in order to determine instrumental polarization and the propagation of error through
our calculations. Once the instrumental polarization is determined, the Stokes parameters can be
correctly determined.

Continuing Research
As previously mentioned, the electronic systems of the telescope and polarimeter have
been interfaced to the control room PC at the VMI observatory, however these systems operate
independently. Data collection has proven time consuming in laboratory testing and we
anticipate the factor of controlling the telescopes orientation will add to the time to obtain and
process images. This, combined with the fact that stellar observations are time dependent, raises
the need for these systems to communicate more efficiently and for programming to automate
the process. Figure 9 shows the current configurations of the interfaced systems under the
observatory dome and their respective software counterparts. Our proposed automation, shown
in Figure 10, will combine these systems using the ProScript programming feature of the
MaximDL software to select threads from the Thorlabs rotation stage orientation and The Sky6
celestial positioning information to stamp the headers of each image with the needed keywords.
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Further programming will extract this keyword information to then streamline the analysis and
calculation of the polarization.

Conclusion
Our progress through past semester’s capstone has brought us into our final stages of
assembling the field imaging polarimeter. We have upgraded the optics, meeting the
wavelengths that we want to observe, while meeting budget criteria. We have assembled the
hardware for automating the data acquisition process and we have interfaced the polarimeter
with the observatory’s control room PC. The spring 2010 semester also allowed us to complete
the housing unit and interface the electronics at the VMI observatory. Continuing the research
will require automating the communication and data acquisition process in order to incorporate
the device’s operation with the data collection.
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Figure 1. (a) Circularly polarized light, (b) linearly polarized light
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Figure 5. Wideband Filters Transmission Percentages vs. Wavelength
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Figure 7. Polarimeter Mounted on VMI’s 0.5 m
Cassegrain Telescope at McKethan Park
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Figure 9. Current Interfacing Configuration

Figure 10. Proposed Interfacing Configuration
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Table 1. SBIG CCD Camera Specifications

Parameter
CCD Model
Pixel Array

Total Pixels
Pixel Size
Full Well
Capacity
ABG
Full Well
Capacity
NABG
Dark Current

Specifications
ST-8XE series
1530 x 1020
pixels, 13.8 x
9.2 mm
1,500,000
9 x 9 microns
~50,000 e-

~100,000 e-

1e¯/pixel/sec
at 0° C
16 bits

A/D
Converter
A/D Gain
2.5e¯/ADU
Table
Apogee ALTA15e¯
U6 CCD
Specifications
Read2.Noise
RMS

Parameter
Specifications
CCD Kodak KAF1001E
Kodak KAF-1001E
Array Size (pixels) 1024 x 1024
Pixel Size
24 x 24 microns
24.6 x 24.6 mm (604
Imaging Area
mm2)
Imaging Diagonal 34.8 mm
Video Imager Size 2.17”
Low noise output: 200K
Linear Full Well electrons
(typical)
High DR output: 500K
electrons
Dynamic Range >87 dB
QE at 400 nm
39%
Peak QE
Anti-blooming

(560 nm) >72%
none
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Table 3. List of Target Test Stars

Low Polarized Stars

Name
HD214995

Polarization θ
%P GAL
Eq
0.08 145.30 108.40

RA
22h42.457m

DEC
14d34.159'

HD216637
HD201254

0.27
0.00

15.90 145.30
52.10 0.00

22h55.097m
21h8.435m

(-)7d9.042'
14d42.858'

HD217701

0.16

14.20 146.00

23h3.070m

(-)6d31.171'

*HDE232121 0.50
*HD203664 0.00

47.00
52.00

39.00 0h10m42.067s 54d53'29.37"
0.00 21h23m28.809s 9d55'54.93"

*HD190993 0.06 111.10 54.80 20h6m53.407s 23d36'51.93"
*HD221148 0.02 151.00 112.40 23h29m32.081s (-)4d31'57.89'
*HD217891 0.00
*HD693

38.30

0.00

23h3m52.614s 3d49'12.16"

0.06 167.90 131.00 0h11m15.857s (-)15d28'4.72"

*HD219188 0.00

34.80

0.00

23h14m0.516s 4d59'49.57"

*HD220657 0.04

55.50

32.00 23h25m22.784s 23d24'14.76"

Highly Polarized Stars
Polarization θ
GAL
Eq

Name

%P

RA

DEC

HD3940
HD4613

5.0
5.1

101
95

100
96

0h42m50.063s 64d17'28.607"
0h49m2.247s 65d33m1.432"

HD4649

6.8

97

90

0h49m53.276s 64d38'16.049"

*HD11831
**BD+63
110
*BD+62 183

5.2

81

97

1h58m3.82s

5.7
5.5

95
89

97
92

0h54m45.95s 64d05'5.16"
1h1m8.571s 63d26'28.83"

60d23'27.88"

*BD+60 343 6.0
90
103 1h46m34.533s 61d15'44.97"
*HD13402 5.3
85
104 2h12m57.258s 59d32'18.78“
* SIMBAD Database ** Eclipsing Binary

